Impact of using different four-dimensional computed tomography data sets to design proton treatment plans for distal esophageal cancer.
To study the impact of selecting different data sets from four-dimensional computed tomography (4D CT) imaging during proton treatment planning in patients with distal esophageal cancer. We examined the effects of changes in 4D CT data set and smearing margins in proton treatment planning for 5 patients with distal esophageal cancer whose diaphragms were in the beam path and could move several centimeters during respiration. Planning strategies based on (1) average, (2) inspiration, and (3) expiration CT were evaluated in terms of their coverage on the internal clinic target volume (ICTV) at the prescribed dose. For Strategy 1, increasing the smearing margin caused an increase in the ICTV prescription dose coverage (PDC) at the end-exhalation phase for all patients, whereas the ICTV PDC decreased for some patients at the end-inhalation phase. For Strategy 2, a smearing margin in the range of 1.0 to 3.5 cm caused the ICTV PDC to remain essentially unchanged, regardless of which phase of 4D CT was used for dose calculation, for all patients. For Strategy 3, the ICTV coverage was adequate for 2 of the 5 patients when a smearing margin of less than 1.0 cm was used, but was not adequate for the other 3 patients regardless of the smearing margin. Using the inspiration CT plus a smearing margin can lead to adequate ICTV coverage in treatment plans for patients with distal esophageal tumors surrounded by tissue that is subject to large changes in density during a proton treatment.